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Abstract 

It is well-studied that the significant factor in cataract formation is the association of α-crystallin, 
a major eye lens protein, with the fiber cell plasma membrane of the eye lens. The fiber cell 
plasma membrane of the eye lens consists of four major phospholipids (PLs), i.e., 
phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), and 
sphingomyelin (SM). Despite several attempts to study the interaction of α-crystallin with PLs 
of the eye lens membrane, the role of individual PL for the binding with α-crystallin is still 
unclear. We recently developed the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spin-labeling 
method to study the binding of α-crystallin to the PC membrane (Mainali et al., 2020a). Here, 
we use the recently developed EPR method to explicitly measure the binding affinity (Ka) of α-
crystallin to the individual (PE*, PS, and SM) and two-component mixtures (SM/PE, SM/PS, 
and SM/PC in 70:30 and 50:50 mol%) of PL membranes as well as the physical properties 
(mobility parameter and maximum splitting) of these membranes upon binding with α-crystallin. 
One of the key findings of this study was that the Ka of α-crystallin binding to individual PL 
membranes followed the trends: Ka(PC) > Ka(SM) > Ka(PS) > Ka(PE*), indicating PE* inhibits 
binding the most whereas PC inhibits binding the least. Also, the Ka of α-crystallin binding to 
two-component mixtures of PL membranes followed the trends: Ka(SM/PE) > Ka(SM/PS) > 
Ka(SM/PC), indicating SM/PC inhibits binding the most whereas SM/PE inhibits binding the 
least. Except for the PE* membrane, for which there was no binding of α-crystallin, the mobility 
parameter for all other membranes decreased with an increase in α-crystallin concentration. It 
represents that the membranes become more immobilized near the headgroup regions of the PLs 
when more and more α-crystallin binds to them. The maximum splitting increased only for the 
SM and the SM/PE (70:30 mol%) membranes, with an increase in the binding of α-crystallin. It 
represents that the PL headgroup regions of these membranes become more ordered after binding 
of α-crystallin to these membranes. Our results showed that α-crystallin binds to PL membranes 
in a saturable manner. Also, our data suggest that the binding of α-crystallin to PL membranes 
likely occurs through hydrophobic interaction between α-crystallin and the hydrophobic fatty 
acid core of the membranes, and such interaction is modulated by the PL headgroup's size and 
charge, hydrogen bonding between headgroups, and PL curvature. Thus, this study provides an 
in-depth understanding of α-crystallin interaction with the PL membranes made of individual 
and two-component mixtures of the four major PLs of the eye lens membranes. 

Keywords: α-crystallin, phospholipid membranes, binding affinity, physical properties, mobility parameter, 
maximum splitting, EPR, spin-label. 
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1. Introduction 

A cataract is a medical condition in which the eye lens gradually becomes opaque, and vision will be blurred. The 
causes of cataract include aging (Bron et al., 2000; Truscott, 2005), genetics (Hejtmancik and Kantorow, 2004; Shiels 
and Hejtmancik, 2007), diabetes (Klein and Klein, 1997; Pollreisz and Schmidt-Erfurth, 2010), hypertension (Leske 
et al., 1999), obesity (Kuang et al., 2005; Weintraub et al., 2002), corticosteroids and statin medicine to reduce 
cholesterol (Erie et al., 2016; Lai et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2009), smoking (Solberg et al., 1998), significant alcohol 
consumption (Gong et al., 2015; Hiratsuka and Li, 2001), eye injury (Khatry et al., 2004; Négrel and Thylefors, 1998), 
radiation (Jacob, 2013; Lipman et al., 1988; Uwineza et al., 2019), and high myopia (Hoffer, 1993; Ignjatović, 1998; 
Metge and Donnadieu, 1993). Among these causes, aging is the most common cause of cataract in which the 
association of α-crystallin, a most common lens protein, with the fiber cell plasma membrane of the eye lens increases 
progressively (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996; Cenedella and Fleschner, 1992; Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 1995; 
Datiles et al., 2016; Friedrich and Truscott, 2010, 2009; Su et al., 2011). A recent clinical study (Datiles et al., 2016) 
shows that α-crystallin level decreases in the eye lens cytoplasm with age, increasing the level of membrane-bound α-
crystallin, which increases the light scattering and induces the cataract formation. However, the mechanism by which 
α-crystallin associates with the lens membrane is still unclear. 

The three major components of the eye lens membrane are phospholipids (PLs), proteins, and cholesterol. A few 
studies suggested that α-crystallin binds mostly with a lens intercellular junction protein MP26 (Liang and Li, 1992; 
Mulders et al., 1985). It is also reported that the primary binding sites of α-crystallin in the lens membranes are intrinsic 
PLs (Borchman and Tang, 1996; Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 1997; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1991). The observations 
of amplified interaction of α-crystallin with the lens membrane when surface proteins are stripped from the membrane 
by urea (Cobb and Petrash, 2002a; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1989) and trypsin degradation (Cobb and Petrash, 2000) 
further suggested that the primary binding sites of α-crystallin in the lens membrane are PLs. Cholesterol, on the other 
hand, antagonizes the association of α-crystallin to the PL vesicles (Borchman and Tang, 1996; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 
1991; Tang et al., 1998). 

Even with many existing studies on α-crystallin binding to the lens membranes (Borchman and Tang, 1996; 
Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 1997; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1990a, 1990b, 1989; Mulders et al., 1985; Zhang and 
Augusteyn, 1994) and PL vesicles (Borchman and Tang, 1996; Cobb and Petrash, 2002b; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1991; 
Tang et al., 1998), the nature of α-crystallin interaction with PL membranes is unclear. It is suggested that α-crystallin 
binds deep into the membrane (Tang et al., 1999). Few studies indicated that ionic interactions between α-crystallin 
and PLs influence binding (Mulders et al., 1989, 1985). The studies on α-crystallin binding to synthetic lipid 
membranes (Cobb and Petrash, 2002a; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1989; Tang et al., 1998; Tang and Borchman, 1998; 
Zhang et al., 1999) and bovine lens lipid membranes (Borchman and Tang, 1996; Sato et al., 1996; Tang et al., 1999) 
suggested that α-crystallin binds with lipid membranes noncovalently. A few other studies indicated that the 
hydrophobic surface of the α-crystallin influence binding (Cenedella and Chandrasekher, 1993; Chandrasekher and 
Cenedella, 1997; Tang et al., 1998). A later study proposed that α-crystallin binds to the fiber cell plasma membrane 
through hydrophobic interactions (Cobb and Petrash, 2000), which occurs between α-crystallin and the hydrophobic 
fatty acid core of the PLs. It is also suggested that membrane and α-crystallin interactions are strongly affected by 
polar PL headgroups (Tsvetkova et al., 2002). 

In comparison to the broad interest in the interaction between α-crystallin and the intrinsic lens membranes, much less 
studied is the role of the four major eye lens PLs, i.e., phosphatidylcholine (PC), sphingomyelin (SM), 
phosphatidylserine (PS), and Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) (Deeley et al., 2008), in the binding of α-crystallin to 
lens membrane. Moreover, the observations of existing studies on α-crystallin binding to individual PL membranes 
are conflicting. A study performed for individual phosphatidylcholine (PC) with a variety of acyl chain lengths and 
individual sphingomyelin (SM) membranes suggested that binding of α-crystallin to lens membranes is non-saturable 
and not lipid-specific (Cobb and Petrash, 2002b). They proposed that the surface of the membrane is the only limiting 
factor, and other differences, such as PL origin, headgroup, and acyl chain length or saturation, do not influence the 
interaction with the α-crystallin. Another study performed for individual SM, PC, and PE revealed that α-crystallin 
binds to these PL membranes in a saturable manner and in a similar amount as with intrinsic lens membranes (Ifeanyi 
and Takemoto, 1991). In contrast to these studies, a study performed for individual SM and PC membranes reported 
that a higher amount of α-crystallin binds to the SM membrane than to the PC membrane (Tang et al., 1998). An 
important point to note is that all the previous studies for individual PL membranes reported binding capacity in terms 
of the amount of α-crystallin bound to a certain amount of PLs. With all these, surprisingly, there is no single study 
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reported earlier for the binding of α-crystallin to the individual PS membrane. Also, only a single study (Ifeanyi and 
Takemoto, 1991) was reported earlier for the binding of α-crystallin to the individual PE membrane. The binding of 
α-crystallin with two-component mixtures (SM/PE, SM/PS, and SM/PC) of PL membranes has not been investigated 
before. Therefore, an explicit study to understand the binding of α-crystallin to the PLs of the eye lens membrane is 
imperative. 

The lipid composition in the fiber cell plasma membrane of the eye lens changes dramatically with age and cataract 
(Borchman, 2020; Borchman et al., 2017; Borchman and Yappert, 2010; Huang et al., 2005; Mainali et al., 2017; 
Paterson et al., 1997; Truscott, 2000; Yappert et al., 2003) and among species (Borchman, 2020; Borchman et al., 
2017; Deeley et al., 2008; Stimmelmayr and Borchman, 2018). With age and cataract, the amount of 
glycerophospholipids decreases, and sphingolipids increases (Huang et al., 2005). It is reported that the oxidation of 
glycerophospholipids is the leading cause of changes in lipid composition over age and cataract (Borchman et al., 
2017). The oxidative damage in the lens accumulates, which changes the structure of the lens crystallins resulting in 
light scattering (Borchman et al., 2017). It is possible that the changes in the structure of α-crystallin likely triggers its 
binding with lens membranes. It has been proposed that the binding of α-crystallin to the lens membrane serves as a 
seed for lipid oxidation and binding of other proteins to the membrane, resulting in protein aggregation and light 
scattering (Tang et al., 1999). Also, with the significant differences in lipid composition among species, the significant 
differences in the cataract onset age have been observed. For example, PC is dominant in the rat (Deeley et al., 2008), 
which gets cataract at 2 years (Borchman et al., 2017), and SM is dominant in human (Deeley et al., 2008), which gets 
cataract at 60 years (Borchman et al., 2017; Stimmelmayr and Borchman, 2018). Whale, which has a dominant amount 
of sphingolipid (specially dihydrosphingomyelin), does not get cataract until 200 years of age (Borchman et al., 2017; 
Stimmelmayr and Borchman, 2018). The high amount of dihydrosphingomyelin, which resists to oxidation, and 
cholesterol (cholesterol/PLs molar ratio of 10:1), which is reported to prevent the association of α-crystallin to the PL 
membranes (Borchman and Tang, 1996; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1991; Tang et al., 1998), could inhibit the binding of 
α-crystallin to the lens membranes in whale and protect it from cataract (Borchman et al., 2017; Stimmelmayr and 
Borchman, 2018). Based on these observations, we speculate that the changes in PL composition with age and among 
species may contribute to the binding of α-crystallin to the membranes, resulting in lens opacity and cataract formation. 
In this regard, a study of α-crystallin binding to the individual and two-component mixtures of PL membranes, 
providing a clear understanding of the role of changes in PL composition in α-crystallin binding with membranes, is 
significant. 

We recently developed the EPR spin-labeling method (Mainali et al., 2020a) to study the interaction of α-crystallin 
with the individual 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phasphatidylcholine (POPC) membrane. The EPR spin-
labeling method has the unique ability to simultaneously provide information about binding affinity and physical 
properties of the membranes upon binding with α-crystallin. In this method, cholesterol analog spin-label CSL 
incorporated into the membrane monitors the binding of α-crystallin to the membrane. The distinguishing aspects of 
our study (Mainali et al., 2020a) were that, unlike other previous studies for individual PL membranes, we calculated 
the percentage of membrane surface occupied by the α-crystallin and estimated the binding affinity (Ka) in terms of 
inverse micromole (μM-1) of α-crystallin for binding with the membrane. We also calculated the physical properties 
of the membrane, such as the mobility parameter. The mobility parameter gives the contribution of both the 
orientational and rotational dynamics of the spin-label in membrane (Schreier et al., 1978). We observed that the 
mobility parameter decreases with an increase in the binding of α-crystallin to the POPC membrane (Mainali et al., 
2020a). 

In this study, we investigated the binding of α-crystallin to individual PL membranes, i.e., SM, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phasphatidylserine (POPS), and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phasphoethanolamine (POPE*, 
where * represents presence of 30 mol% of POPC), and the two-component mixture (SM/POPE, SM/POPS, and 
SM/POPC) of PL membranes. We report the percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin, the binding 
affinity (Ka) of α-crystallin binding to membranes, and the physical properties (mobility parameter and maximum 
splitting) of membranes upon binding with α-crystallin. The measurements of the percentage of membrane surface 
occupied and the binding affinity (Ka) give information about the percentage of the membrane surface occupied by α-
crystallin and the strength of α-crystallin binding to membrane, respectively. The maximum splitting (a parameter 
related to order parameter) gives the amplitude of the wobbling motion of the long axes of the CSL spin-label in the 
membranes (Kusumi et al., 1986; Mainali et al., 2012; Raguz et al., 2011). The results of this study help to identify 
the PLs in the fiber cell plasma membrane that promote or inhibit the binding of α-crystallin to the eye lens membrane. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1  Materials 

PLs, 1-palmitoy-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine (POPE), 1-palmitoy-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylserine (POPS), and egg sphingomyelin 
(SM) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL, USA). Cholesterol analog cholestane spin-label 
CSL was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, Mo, USA). Bovine eye lens α-crystallin, HEPES, and Sodium 
Chloride were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The α-crystallin (C4163) obtained from Sigma 
Aldrich was used without further purification. Based on the information provided by the Sigma Aldrich (i.e., αA = 
19.8 kDa, αB = 22 kDa, and αA:αB = 3:1), the average molecular weight of α-crystallin subunit was estimated to be 
20.35 kDa.  

2.2  Preparation of Small Unilamellar Vesicles (SUVs) 

The PLs and CSL spin-label in chloroform solutions were mixed by maintaining a 1 mol% of CSL. The test tube 
containing the mixtures of PLs and CSL in chloroform were dried by using N2-gas to a final volume ∼75 μL, and then 
∼400 μL of HEPES buffer (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH = 7.4) was added to prepare large multilamellar 
vesicles (LMVs) by using the standard rapid solvent exchange method (RSEM) (Buboltz, 2009; Buboltz and 
Feigenson, 1999; Huang et al., 1999). The apparatus for RSEM was built in our lab, as described in detail in (Buboltz, 
2009). The LMVs were then sonicated using a probe-tip sonicator (Fisher Scientific, Model 550) to obtain the SUVs. 
Five to ten 10 s sonication cycles followed by 15 s cooling in ice were sufficient to transform the milky suspensions 
of LMVs into transparent solutions of SUVs. The concentration of PLs was maintained to 25 mg/mL. The diameter 
of the SUVs prepared by sonication is approximately 30 nm (Mainali et al., 2015). 

The SUVs were prepared from individual PLs (SM, POPS, and POPE*) as well as from two-component PL mixtures 
SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and SM/POPE in 70:30 and 50:50 mol%. For two-component PL mixtures, SM is mixed with 
other PLs (i.e., POPC,  POPS, and POPE) because SM is the most abundant PL in the human eye lens membrane 
(Deeley et al., 2008). Fig. 1 shows the structure of PLs (POPC, POPS, SM, and POPE) and CSL spin-label. The 
locations of the CSL and PLs in Fig. 1 indicate the approximate locations of the CSL in the PL membranes. As seen 
in Fig. 1, the nitroxide moiety of CSL spin-label resides near the headgroup region of PLs. Because of the negative 
curvature of the POPE molecule, the individual POPE membrane could not assemble into the lamellar phase (Hamai 
et al., 2006). Instead, the POPE membrane might favor the hexagonal phase (Tate et al., 1991), in which headgroups 
face towards center and tails spread out. Therefore, as stated in (Sendecki et al., 2017), the POPE* membrane was 
made by the mixture of 70 mol% POPE and 30 mol% POPC. 

2.3  Interaction Between α-Crystallin and Membranes 

The SUVs at a fixed PL concentration of 9.4 mM were mixed with varying concentrations of α-crystallin (0 – 52.6 
μM) in the total volume of 70 μL and incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr with gentle shaking in a Corning LSE benchtop 
shaking incubator (Corning, NY, USA). As evident from our recent study (Mainali et al., 2020a), the binding of α-
crystallin increases with incubation time and saturates at ∼8 hr. 

Native α-crystallin brought from Sigma-Aldrich might not be completely pure. As stated in our previous study 
(Mainali et al., 2020a), it is estimated that the isolation of α-crystallin from the bovine eye lens consists of ∼6% other 
lens proteins (Horwitz et al., 1998; Ryazantsev et al., 2018). So, there is a possibility that other lens proteins may bind 
with the membranes. Since α-crystallin is the most abundant fraction (∼94%), we suggest that the change in the 
organization and dynamics of the membranes sensed by the CSL spin-labels in the membranes is most likely due to 
α-crystallin. Previously, Cobb and Petrash (Cobb and Petrash, 2002b) used both the native and recombinant bovine α-
crystallin for the binding experiments with synthetic PC 16:0 vesicles and did not observe significant differences 
between native bovine α-crystallin binding with the vesicles compared to the recombinant α-crystallin binding with 
vesicles. 

The three classes of crystallins, α-, β-, and γ-crystallin, account for nearly 90% of the lens proteins (Horwitz, 2003; 
Horwitz et al., 1999; Santhoshkumar et al., 2011). Among them, α-crystallin comprises up to 40% of the total lens 
proteins (Horwitz et al., 1999) and has the strongest affinity to lens membranes (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996; Cenedella 
and Fleschner, 1992; Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 1997; Cobb and Petrash, 2000; Grami et al., 2005; Tang et al., 
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1998). It has also been reported that α- and β-, but not γ-, crystallins modulate the headgroup order of the human eye 
lens membranes during aging (Zhu et al., 2010). Based on these studies, we think that α-crystallin (used in this study), 
along with β-crystallin, binds with the membrane PLs. Several studies indicated that with age and cataract formation, 
the level of α-crystallin in the lens cytoplasm decreases, and the amount of membrane-bound α-crystallin increases 
(Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 1995; Datiles et al., 2016; Su et al., 2011). A clinical study also shows that the level 
of the unbound form of α-crystallin decreases with cataract progression (Datiles et al., 2016). Instead of the various 
reports of α-crystallin binding to lens plasma membranes, the clear understanding of α-crystallin interaction with the 
four major PLs of the eye lens membranes is lacking. Moreover, binding of α-crystallin to two-component mixtures 
of these PLs has not been studied before. These are the reasons we choose α-crystallin over the other crystallins (β-, 
and γ-crystallin) to test in our system. 

Bovine eye lens α-crystallin consists of αA and αB subunits in a 3:1 molar ratio (Horwitz et al., 1999). α-crystallin 
remains in the form of highly polydisperse oligomers (Horwitz et al., 1998; Ryazantsev et al., 2018), and its subunits 
exchange between oligomers (Bova et al., 2000, 1997; Ryazantsev et al., 2018; Van den Oetelaar et al., 1990). A 
differential scanning calorimetry study (Srinivas et al., 2010) reported that both the α-crystallin heteropolymer in 3:1 
molar ratio and αA-crystallin homopolymer does not precipitate below their unfolding temperature between 58 – 61 
°C. Based on these observations, it is likely that α-crystallin is stable at 37 °C for 16 hr. Also, for SUVs prepared with 
different PLs (individual and two-component mixtures), we did not find significant differences in EPR signals 
measured for 0 hr and 16 hr incubated samples indicating the stability of SUVs (see Section 2.4. for EPR 
measurements). 

2.4  EPR Measurements 

The incubated samples were transferred to a 0.6 mm i.d. capillary made of gas-permeable methylpentene polymer 
(TPX) (Subczynski et al., 2005) for continuous-wave (CW) EPR measurements. The EPR spectra were recorded with 
an X-band Brucker ELEXSYS 500 spectrometer connected with the accessories to control the temperature. Samples 
were thoroughly deoxygenated before performing EPR measurements. The EPR spectra were collected at 37 °C with 
a modulation amplitude of 1.0 G and incident microwave power of 5.0 mW. All spectra for a single series of a sample 
were collected in a single day. 

2.5  Measurements of Binding Affinity 

After the EPR measurements, each spectrum was normalized with respect to peak to peak intensity of the central EPR 
line. The representative normalized EPR spectra for the SM membrane without α-crystallin (black) and with 52.6 μM 

α-crystallin (red) are shown in Fig. 2A. Fig. 2B (the zoomed low field EPR lines of the spectra in Fig. 2A) illustrates 
that the low field EPR line’s peak to peak signal intensity decreases when α-crystallin binds to the SM membrane. 
Previously, we have observed a similar decrease in the low field EPR line’s peak to peak signal intensity when α-
crystallin binds to the POPC membrane (Mainali et al., 2020a). The ratio of peak to peak signal intensities of the low 
field and the central field EPR line of the CSL spin-label in the membrane gives the mobility parameter (Mainali et 
al., 2020a, 2012; Raguz et al., 2011). Herein, we use the change in peak to peak signal intensity of the low field EPR 
line to calculate the binding affinity. 

The method developed to estimate the binding affinity (Ka) of α-crystallin to the POPC membrane using the EPR spin-
labeling approach is explained in our recent study (Mainali et al., 2020a). In this study, we use this recently developed 
method to estimate the Ka of α-crystallin binding to the individual (SM, POPS, and POPE*) and two-component 
(SM/POPE, SM/POPS, and SM/POPC) mixtures of PL membranes. The EPR spectra without α-crystallin were used 
as a control representing the unbound contribution (U0), and the EPR spectra at different α-crystallin concentrations 
were used as unbound plus bound contributions (U0+B0) (see Fig. 2B). As α-crystallin binds near the outer membrane 
surface, the percentage of the CSL spin-labels affected due to the binding of α-crystallin is estimated as (Mainali et 
al., 2020a): 

 % CSL spin-label affected = �U0−(U0+B0)�100% 
U0
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As our membranes are SUVs with ∼30 nm diameter (Mainali et al., 2015), ∼60% of the CSL molecules are near the 
outer surface of the membrane, and ∼40% of the CSL molecules are near the membrane's inner surface. Only the CSL 
molecules near the outer surface of the membrane are affected by the binding of α-crystallin. Therefore, the corrected 
percentage of CSL spin-labels affected or the percentage of outer membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin is 
calculated by multiplying equation (1) by the correction factor �100

60
�: 

 % membrane surface occupied = % CSL spin-label affected �100� 
60

(2) 

The calculated percentages of the membrane surface occupied by the α-crystallin were plotted as a function of the α-
crystallin concentration. The data points were then fitted using GraphPad Prism (San Diego, CA) with a one-site ligand 
binding model: 

 X B
Y = max 

Kd + X
(3) 

where Bmax is the maximum specific binding in the same unit as Y and Kd (dissociation constant) is the equilibrium 
binding constant in the same unit as X. In our experimental conditions, Bmax is the extrapolation of the percentage of 
the membrane surface occupied by a very high concentration of α-crystallin, and Kd is the α-crystallin concentration 
needed to achieve a half-maximum binding at equilibrium. All the membrane surface regions are identical, and α-
crystallin can bind to any region of the membrane’s outer surface with equal probability. Thus, we have used the one-
site ligand binding model to estimate the binding constant Kd. We, along with others, have previously used the one-
site ligand binding model to estimate the binding affinity (Mainali et al., 2020a; Schultz et al., 2017, 2013). The 
association constant (Ka) is calculated by using: 

 1
Ka =  

Kd

(4) 

Here, Ka gives information about how strongly α-crystallin binds to the membranes. The higher the value of Ka, the 
stronger is the binding and vice-versa. 

The percentage of membrane surface occupied and the Ka provide distinct meaning here. The percentage of membrane 
surface occupied gives quantitative information about how much of the membrane surface is occupied by α-crystallin. 
On the other hand, the Ka provides quantitative information about how quickly the maximum surface occupied is 
achieved. If there is no binding of α-crystallin to the membrane, the values of both the percentage of membrane surface 
occupied and Ka become zero. But if there is a binding of α-crystallin to the membrane, the value of Ka depends on 
how quickly the percentage of membrane surface occupied increases. For the same maximum percentage of membrane 
surface occupied, we may have multiple values of Ka depending on how fast the binding saturation is achieved. 

The protocol from Avanti Polar Lipids (Burgess, 1998) mentions that the probe tip sonication produces SUVs with 
diameters in the range of 15 – 50 nm. Based on this information, we have taken ∼30 nm for the size of vesicles in our 
calculations. The percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin depends upon the number of α-crystallin 
molecules bound on the outer membrane surface, which are sensed by the CSL spin-labels on the outer surface of the 
membrane. Even if the vesicle is larger or smaller, we expect no significant difference in the percentage of membrane 
surface occupied by α-crystallin. The percentage of CSL molecules on the outer surface of the larger vesicle is smaller 
compared to the smaller vesicle. However, the decrease in the percentage of the CSL spin-labels affected in a larger 
vesicle, as estimated by equation 1, is compensated by multiplying with a larger correction factor in equation 2. That 
would lead to no significant difference in the membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin between larger and smaller 
vesicles. For example, for a 200 nm diameter vesicle, ∼52% of the CSL molecules are near the outer surface, which 
is smaller than in ∼30 nm vesicle, where ∼60 % of the CSL molecules are near the outer surface. The decreases in the 
percentage of CSL spin-labels affected in 200 nm vesicle is compensated by multiplying with larger correlation factor 
(i.e., 100/52 in 200 nm vesicle compared to 100/60 in 30 nm vesicle) in equation 2, that would lead to no significant 
difference in the membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin between 30 nm and 200 nm vesicles. Therefore, we 
speculate that the results obtained in this study for SUVs may likely be valid in the case of lens fiber with 2x10 μm 
cross-section (Bassnett and Costello, 2017). We plan to investigate the α-crystallin binding to smaller vs. larger 
vesicles in detail in our next projects. 
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2.6  Measurements of Physical Properties of Membranes 

The measured physical properties are the mobility parameter and maximum splitting of the membranes after binding 
with α-crystallin. The mobility parameter gives the orientational and rotational mobility of the CSL molecules in the 
membranes (Schreier et al., 1978). The maximum splitting is a parameter related to the order parameter that gives the 
amplitude of the wobbling motion of the long axes of the CSL spin-label in the membranes (Kusumi et al., 1986; 
Mainali et al., 2012; Raguz et al., 2011). Since CSL spin-labels are on both the membrane’s inner and outer surfaces, 
the mobility parameter and maximum splitting give the average effect of CSL spin-labels contributing from both 
surfaces of the membrane. As explained in our previous studies (Mainali et al., 2012; Raguz et al., 2011), the ratio of 
peak to peak intensity of the low field and the central field EPR line (i.e., h+ h0⁄ ) gives the mobility parameter (see 
Fig. 2A), and the horizontal distance between the low field and high field EPR lines gives the maximum splitting (see 
Fig. 2C). 

2.7  Statistics 

The Student's t-test was used to determine the statistical significance between the maximum percentages of membrane 
surface occupied and the binding affinities (Ka). For the maximum percentages of membrane surface occupied, we 
used the values obtained after the binding saturation. For the binding affinities (Ka), we used the Ka values obtained 
from three independent experiments. The statistical significance was determined by comparing the values (either the 
maximum percentages of membrane surface occupied or the binding affinities) among each other for different 
membranes. For individual membranes, POPC was compared with the POPS and SM, and the POPS was compared 
with the SM. For two-component membranes, SM/POPC was compared with the SM/POPS and SM/POPE, and the 
SM/POPS was compared with the SM/POPE. A value of p ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

3. Results and Discussion   

3.1  Ka of α-Crystallin to Individual Pl Membranes 

The PL membrane SM or POPS or POPE* and α-crystallin in HEPES buffer (10 mM HEPES and 100 mM NaCl at 
pH 7.4) were incubated for 16 hr at 37 °C with gentle shaking, and EPR measurements were performed at 37 °C. The 
concentration of the PL membrane was fixed at 9.4 mM, and the concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 – 52.6 
μM). Representative EPR spectra recorded for individual PL membranes are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2A, 2C, and 2E 
show the representative EPR spectra for SM, POPS, and POPE* in the absence of α-crystallin (black), and 52.6 μM 
α-crystallin (red), respectively. The zoomed low field EPR lines of the spectra for SM, POPS, and POPE* membranes 
are shown in Fig. 2B, 2D, and 2F, respectively. Each of the EPR spectra were normalized with respect to peak to peak 
intensity of the central EPR line. Fig. 2B and 2D show that low field line's peak to peak intensity for SM and POPS 
membranes decreases in the presence of α-crystallin. Such a decrease in the intensity is attributed to the binding of α-
crystallin to the membranes. There is no decrease in the peak to peak intensity in the low field EPR line of the POPE* 
membrane in the presence of α-crystallin, as shown in Fig. 2F. It represents that there is no binding of α-crystallin to 
the POPE* membrane. 

The binding affinity (Ka) of α-crystallin to PL membranes was computed by using the method explained in section 
2.5. Fig. 3A shows the percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin plotted as a function of α-crystallin 
concentration for POPE*, POPS, SM, and POPC membranes. The data for the POPC membrane was taken from our 
previous study (Mainali et al., 2020a). In Fig. 3A, the solid lines represent the fitted curves using the one-site ligand 
binding model (using equation 3). With an increase in the α-crystallin concentration, the percentage of membrane 
surface occupied increases initially and then saturates for POPS, SM, and POPC membranes (Fig. 3A). For the POPE* 
membrane, the percentage of membrane surface occupied is zero for all concentrations of α-crystallin (Fig. 3A). These 
data imply that there was a binding of α-crystallin to the POPS, SM, and POPC membranes, but not to the POPE* 
membrane. The maximum surface occupied by α-crystallin to POPS, SM, and POPC membranes was found to be 
∼11%, ∼14%, and ∼10%, respectively. It shows that a higher amount of α-crystallin binds to the SM membrane than 
to POPS and POPC membranes. The amount of α-crystallin binding with the POPS and POPC membranes are almost 
equal. Statistically significant differences were seen with p ≤ 0.05 when the maximum percentages of membrane 
surface occupied by α-crystallin on individual PL membranes were compared among each other. Our results are in 
agreement with the previous study that reported a higher amount of α-crystallin binds with the SM membrane than 
with PC membrane (Tang et al., 1998). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to estimate the membrane surface  
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occupied by the α-crystallin. Previously, Mulders (Mulders et al., 1985) labeled α-crystallin with [35S] methionine and 
incubated with various concentrations of the egg yolk lecithin vesicles (phosphatidylcholine vesicles) and found ∼10% 
α-crystallin bound to the vesicles. 

Fig. 3B shows the bar plot of the Ka of α-crystallin binding to individual PL membranes. The estimated Ka of α-
crystallin binding to POPE*, POPS, SM, and POPC membranes are 0, 0.25 ± 0.1, 1.49 ± 0.77, and 4.9 ± 2.4 μM-1, 
respectively. Statistically significant differences were seen with p ≤ 0.05 when the Ka values of α-crystallin binding 
on individual PL membranes were compared among each other. The estimated Ka of α-crystallin to POPC membranes 
was taken from our earlier work (Mainali et al., 2020a). The errors in the value of Ka were estimated from the 95% 
confidence interval (profile likelihood) from the one-site ligand binding model. The higher value of Ka indicates the 
tighter binding of α-crystallin to the membranes, whereas the lower value of Ka indicates the weaker binding of α-
crystallin to membranes. These results show that POPE* inhibits the binding of α-crystallin the most (no binding 
observed), whereas POPC inhibits binding the least. Previously, Mulders (Mulders et al., 1985) labeled α-crystallin 
with [35S] methionine and estimated the Ka of 7.69 μM-1 for α-crystallin binding to the alkali-washed lens plasma 
membrane. 

The PL membranes used in this study do not include intrinsic membrane proteins, which might consist of hydrophobic 
regions. It has been reported earlier (Mulders et al., 1985; Reddy et al., 2006) that α-crystallin contains hydrophobic 
regions on its surface. Our data suggest that the binding of α-crystallin to membranes is likely due to the hydrophobic 
interactions involving the hydrophobic fatty acid core of the membrane bilayer and hydrophobic regions of the α-
crystallin. Since the binding of α-crystallin to PL membranes with the same hydrophobic fatty acid core (i.e., POPE*, 
POPS, and POPC) has different Ka (Fig. 3), we think that the hydrophobic interactions are mediated by the PL 
headgroup’s charge and size, hydrogen bonding between headgroups, and PL curvature. Previously, it was reported 
that the binding of α-crystallin to protein-free membranes depends on the hydrocarbon chain order (Tang et al., 1998). 
It was also reported that the interaction between α-crystallin and fiber cell plasma membrane was hydrophobic in 
nature (Cobb and Petrash, 2000). Moreover, the infrared spectroscopy measurements (Tsvetkova et al., 2002) 
suggested that the polar headgroup regions of lipid mediate interactions between α-crystallin and lipid membranes. 

The Ka of α-crystallin to individual PL membranes followed the trends: Ka(POPC) > Ka(SM) > Ka(POPS) > 
Ka(POPE*) (Fig. 3B). The Ka of α-crystallin to SM membrane is about three times smaller than the Ka of α-crystallin 
to POPC membrane; whereas, the Ka of α-crystallin to SM membrane is about six times larger than the Ka of α-
crystallin to POPS membrane. These significant differences in the Ka of α-crystallin to major eye lens PL membranes 
might result from the different PL headgroup’s ability to interact with one another at the bilayer/water interface. The 
POPC headgroup has only a hydrogen bond (H-bond) acceptor group (Mainali et al., 2020b; Nylund et al., 2006; Saito 
et al., 2018). The headgroup of POPS, POPE, and SM have both H-bond donor and acceptor groups (Mainali et al., 
2020b; Nylund et al., 2006; Saito et al., 2018; Slater et al., 1993), so they potentially make inter-lipid H-bonds at the 
bilayer/water interface. The POPE headgroup is smaller in size than those of the other PLs, i.e., 38 Å2 PE headgroup 
compared with 50 Å2 for PC headgroup (Hauser et al., 1981), and the POPE headgroup can interact with one another 
via hydrogen bonding (Casal and Mantsch, 1984; Slater et al., 1993). So, the packing of the lipids in the POPE* bilayer 
is dense, which significantly reduces the hydrophobic interaction between α-crystallin and the hydrophobic fatty acid 
core of the bilayer. As a result, the POPE* inhibits the binding the most compared with the other three PLs. Due to 
the negative curvature of the POPE molecules (Hamai et al., 2006), when they assemble to form the individual POPE 
vesicles in solution, they form the inverted micelles in which the headgroups face towards the center and tails spread 
out (Tate et al., 1991). The reason why PE is not an effective binding of α-crystallin may be that it forms inverted 
micelles where the headgroups are buried inside the micelles. Since POPC does not form inter-lipid H-bonds at the 
bilayer/water interface due to the presence of the H-bond acceptor group only, this greatly increases hydrophobic 
interactions between α-crystallin and the hydrophobic fatty acid core of the POPC bilayer. As a result, the POPC 
inhibits binding the least in comparison with the other three PLs. The H-bonds donor groups of an SM molecule are 
below the phosphate group (Saito et al., 2018; Slotte, 2016), so they are not easily accessible to acceptor groups of 
other SM molecules. So, inter-lipid H-bonds are possible but not frequent in SM bilayer in contrast to POPE-POPE 
H-bonds. Therefore, SM has smaller Ka than POPC. The POPS molecule has a net negative electrostatic charge. So, 
the POPS headgroups repel one another, and H-bonds practically do not form. The net negative electrostatic charge 
on the POPS bilayer surface (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996; Cenedella and Fleschner, 1992) significantly reduces 
hydrophobic interaction between the α-crystallin and hydrophobic fatty acid core of the POPS bilayer. As a result, the 
Ka of α-crystallin to POPS membrane is significantly lower than the Ka of α-crystallin to SM and POPC membranes. 
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3.2  Physical Properties of Individual PL Membranes After Binding with α-Crystallin 

Besides Ka, the mobility parameter and the maximum splitting of membranes after binding with α-crystallin were 
measured by using the method explained in section 2.6. Fig. 4A shows the mobility parameter plotted as a function of 
α-crystallin concentration for individual PL membranes. The data for the POPC membrane was taken from our 
previous study (Mainali et al., 2020a). Without α-crystallin (at 0 μM α-crystallin), the mobility parameter of individual 
PL membranes followed the trends: POPC > POPS > POPE* > SM. Fig. 4A shows that the mobility parameter 
decreases with an increase in α-crystallin concentration for SM, POPS, and POPC membranes, whereas for POPE* 
membrane the mobility parameter does not change with the increase in α-crystallin concentration. The results indicate 
that the headgroup regions of the POPC, SM, and POPS membranes become less mobile due to the binding of α-
crystallin to these membranes. There is no change in POPE* membrane’s mobility parameter because of no binding 
of α-crystallin to this membrane, or the binding is very weak or not detected. Previously, using the fluorophore NBD-
PE, which partitions near the membrane headgroup region, Borchman and Tang (Borchman and Tang, 1996) found a 
similar decrease in mobility of the headgroups of bovine lens lipid vesicles upon binding with α-crystallin. 

Fig. 4B shows the maximum splitting for the four individual PL (POPE*, POPS, SM, and POPC) membranes plotted 
as a function of α-crystallin concentration. For the SM membrane, maximum splitting increases with an increase in α-
crystallin concentration and saturates at ∼10 μM α-crystallin concentration. It implies that the SM membrane becomes 
more ordered when more and more α-crystallin binds to it. Surprisingly, no change in maximum splitting for POPC 
and POPS membranes was observed with an increase in α-crystallin concentration (Fig. 4B). It implies that the order 
of these membranes did not change when more and more α-crystallin was bound to POPC and POPS membranes. 
Since α-crystallin did not bind with POPE* membrane, there was no surprise that maximum splitting remained the 
same for the POPE* membrane with an increase in α-crystallin concentration. Without α-crystallin (at 0 μM α-
crystallin), the maximum splitting of individual PL membranes followed the trends: SM > POPS ≈ POPE* > POPC. 
With aging, an increase in the amount of SM and a decrease in the amount of PC is expected (Borchman et al., 1994; 
Yappert et al., 2003). Our observations that the highest maximum splitting for SM and lowest maximum splitting for 
POPC support the observation of increased order (stiffness) of the lens lipids (Borchman et al., 2004, 1999) with 
aging. 

3.3  Ka of α-Crystallin to Two-Component Mixtures of PL Membranes 

The fixed concentration (9.4 mM) of two-component mixtures of PL membrane (SM/POPC or SM/POPE or SM/POPS 
in 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol%) was mixed with different concentrations of α-crystallin (0 – 52.6 μM) in HEPES 
buffer and incubated for 16 hr at 37 °C with gentle shaking. After incubation of the samples, EPR measurements were 
performed at 37 °C. The representative EPR spectra for two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 70:30 mol% 
without α-crystallin (black) and with 52.6 μM α-crystallin (red) are shown in Fig. 5. The spectra for SM/POPS, 
SM/POPE, and SM/POPC, all in 70:30 mol%, are shown in Fig. 5A, 5C, and 5E, respectively. The zoomed low field 
line of EPR spectra in Fig. 5A, 5C, and 5E are shown in Fig. 5B, 5D, and 5F, respectively. The spectra for all the 
samples were normalized with respect to the central line of the respective EPR spectra. The decrease in peak to peak 
intensity of the low field EPR line was observed for all the two-component PL membranes due to the binding of α-
crystallin to the membranes (Fig. 5). 

The Ka of α-crystallin to two-component mixtures of PL membranes was calculated by using the method explained in 
section 2.5. Fig. 6A and 6C show the percentage of membrane surface occupied by the α-crystallin plotted as a function 
of α-crystallin concentration for SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and SM/POPE in 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol%, respectively. 
The solid lines in these plots represent the curves fitted with a one-site ligand binding model (using equation 3). 
Similar to the individual PL membranes (i.e., POPS, SM, and POPC), the binding of α-crystallin to all two-component 
mixtures of PL membranes is saturated. These observations show similarity to previous reports  (Borchman and Tang, 
1996; Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1991; Tang and Borchman, 1998), which suggested the saturable binding of α-crystallin 
to protein-free PL vesicles. The maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin for SM/POPE, 
SM/POPS, and SM/POPC membranes in 70:30 mol% was ∼13%, ∼10%, and ∼8%, respectively. Statistically 
significant differences were seen with p ≤ 0.05 when the maximum percentages of membrane surface occupied by α-
crystallin on two-component PL membranes in 70:30 mol% were compared among each other. For PL mixtures in 
50:50 mol%, the maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin for both the SM/POPC and 
SM/POPS was ∼8%, and for SM/POPE was ∼2%. When the maximum percentages of membrane surface occupied by 
α-crystallin on two-component PL membranes in 50:50 mol% were compared among each other, statistically 
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significant differences with p ≤ 0.05 were observed between SM/POPE and SM/POPC, and SM/POPE and SM/POPS; 
however, no significant difference with p ≤ 0.05 was observed between SM/POPC and SM/POPS. Surprisingly for 
SM/POPE (50:50 mol%), the maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied is ∼2%, which is significantly 
lower than for other PL mixtures. These values of maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin 
(except for SM/POPE in 50:50 mol%) on two-component mixtures of PL membranes are comparable to the maximum 
percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin on individual PL membranes (see Fig. 3A). Since the outer 
membrane surface is identical throughout the vesicle, α-crystallin can bind to any region of the outer membrane surface 
with equal probability. If the binding of α-crystallin was specific to some membrane regions, then the binding would 
saturate at a very low concentration of α-crystallin. However, our data (Figs. 3 and 6) show that the saturable binding 
is observed at a high concentration of the α-crystallin. Therefore, we think that the binding of α-crystallin to 
membranes is non-specific. As the maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin on all the 
membrane surfaces (both individual and two-component mixtures) is small, we speculate that small oligomers of α-
crystallin participate in binding with the membranes. The steric hindrance between the bound oligomers may also 
contribute to the smaller membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin. Also, it has been reported earlier that α-crystallin 
has hydrophobic regions on its surface (Mulders et al., 1985; Reddy et al., 2006). Our data (see Section 3.1 and the 
last two paragraphs in Section 3.3) suggest that likely hydrophobic interaction occurs between α-crystallin and PL 
membranes. Previously, Petrash et al., (Cobb and Petrash, 2000) suggested that α-crystallin interacts with the lens 
membrane via hydrophobic interaction. Based on these observations, it may be likely that only α-crystallin surface 
with hydrophobic regions (not the whole α-crystallin) contributes to the membrane surface occupied, resulting in the 
smaller percentage of membrane surface occupied (see Fig. 3A, 6A, and 6C). The CSL spin-label present close to the 
membrane surface may be affected only by the hydrophobic regions on the surface of α-crystallin. Therefore, the 
possibility of larger oligomers of α-crystallin binding to the membranes, with only hydrophobic regions present on 
the surface of the α-crystallin participating for binding, cannot be discarded. 

PL composition in the eye lens membranes changes significantly with age and cataract (Huang et al., 2005; Mainali 
et al., 2017; Paterson et al., 1997; Truscott, 2000; Yappert et al., 2003) as well as in between species (Borchman et 
al., 2004; Deeley et al., 2008). It has also been reported that the binding of α-crystallin with lens membranes increases 
with age and cataract (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996; Cenedella and Fleschner, 1992; Chandrasekher and Cenedella, 
1995; Datiles et al., 2016; Friedrich and Truscott, 2010; Su et al., 2011). Our data (Figs. 3 and 6) show that the binding 
of α-crystallin changes significantly between the individual (PE*, PS, PC, and SM) and between two-component 
mixtures of PL membranes, suggesting that the PL composition plays a significant role in modulating the binding of 
α-crystallin to membranes. Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the changes in PL composition can be 
the translocation event that promotes α-crystallin translocation from the lens cytoplasm to the membrane. Also, it has 
been reported that α-crystallin denatures by modifications, such as post-translational modifications (Lampi et al., 1998; 
Shih et al., 1998), and binds to the membranes (Cobb and Petrash, 2002b; Tang et al., 1999). Therefore, α-crystallin 
modifications may also be a translocation event that promotes α-crystallin translocation from the lens cytoplasm to 
the membrane. 

Fig. 6B and 6D show the bar plot of the Ka of α-crystallin binding to two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 
70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol%, respectively. The Ka of SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and SM/POPE in 70:30 mol% were 0.18 
± 0.09, 0.33 ± 0.3, and 0.41 ± 0.31 μM-1, respectively. The Ka of α-crystallin binding to SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and 
SM/POPE membranes in 50:50 mol% were 0.26 ± 0.05, 0.79 ± 0.33, and 1.45 ± 0.61 μM-1, respectively. Statistically 
significant differences were seen with p ≤ 0.05 when the Ka values of α-crystallin binding on two-component mixtures 
of PL membranes in 70:30 mol% were compared among each other. Similarly, when the Ka values of α-crystallin 
binding on two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 50:50 mol% were compared among each other, statistically 
significant differences were seen with p ≤ 0.05. The error bars in the value of Ka were calculated from the 95% 
confidence interval (profile likelihood) from the one-site ligand binding model. To the best of our knowledge, our 
attempt is the first to calculate the Ka of α-crystallin binding to two-component mixtures of PL membranes. 
Interestingly, the Ka of α-crystallin to two-component mixtures of PL membranes (both 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol%) 
followed the trends: Ka(SM/POPE) > Ka(SM/POPS) > Ka(SM/POPC). 

The observed values of Ka are peculiar in the sense that POPE, which inhibits the binding most in the form of an 
individual membrane, mixed with SM gives the highest Ka, and the POPC, which inhibits the binding least in the form 
of an individual membrane, mixed with SM gives the lowest Ka. It can be the result of headgroup size and charge, H-
bonding between headgroups, and lipid curvature. A combination of all these factors can likely co-occur. As the POPE 
headgroup is the smallest (Hauser et al., 1981), the headgroup of POPE molecules in the SM/POPE bilayer would 
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lessen steric clashes between headgroups. Also, the POPE has negative curvature (Hamai et al., 2006), which might 
increase the spacing between headgroups and better expose SM/POPE bilayer’s hydrophobic fatty acid core. These 
are the likely factors that the SM/POPE membrane has the highest Ka for the binding of α-crystallin. In SM/POPC 
membrane, the SM headgroup has H-bond donor and acceptor sites (Saito et al., 2018), and the POPC headgroup has 
an H-bond acceptor site only (Mainali et al., 2020b; Nylund et al., 2006; Saito et al., 2018). Since the SM and POPC 
molecule’s headgroups are comparable in size (Saito et al., 2018), we speculate that H-bonding between donor of SM 
and an acceptor of POPC headgroups is more favorable. It may be the likely reason that the hydrophobic core of the 
SM/POPC is more hidden, with the smallest Ka for the binding of α-crystallin. As the size of the POPS headgroup is 
smaller than the SM headgroup (Jurkiewicz et al., 2012), the POPS headgroup would also lessen the steric clashes 
between headgroups in SM/POPS membrane. However, the POPS headgroup has a negative charge, which would 
minimize the hydrophobic interaction between the membrane’s hydrophobic fatty acid core and the α-crystallin, as 
stated in (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996; Cenedella and Fleschner, 1992). These are the likely reasons that SM/POPS 
membrane has higher Ka than SM/POPC membrane but lower Ka than SM/POPE membrane. 

Each two-component mixture of PL membrane in 50:50 mol% has a higher value of Ka than the same two-component 
mixture of PL membrane in 70:30 mol% (Fig. 6B and 6D). For SM/POPE membrane, when mol% of POPE molecules 
increase, the steric clashes between headgroups decrease more. Also, the increase in the mol% of POPE increases the 
spacing between the headgroups, as the POPE has negative curvature. Such effects likely expose the hydrophobic 
fatty acid core of the SM/POPE membrane more. These are the likely factors that SM/POPE membrane in 50:50 mol% 
has higher Ka for the binding of α-crystallin than SM/POPE at 70:30 mol%. When mol% of POPC increases in 
SM/POPC bilayer, the chance of forming H-bonds between headgroups in SM/POPC bilayer likely decreases as the 
number of H-bond donor sites decreases and acceptor sites remains the same in the bilayer due to the presence of the 
H-bond acceptor site only in the POPC headgroup. It may be the possible reason that SM/POPC membrane in 50:50 
mol% has higher Ka than at 70:30 mol%. Since the size of the POPS headgroup is smaller than the SM headgroup, 
the increase in the mol% of POPS decreases the steric clashes between headgroups in the SM/POPS membrane. Also, 
the negative charge in the headgroup of POPS causes repulsion between neighboring POPS molecules. However, the 
negative charge in the headgroup of POPS molecules minimizes the hydrophobic interaction between the hydrophobic 
fatty acid core of the membrane and α-crystallin. Therefore, the Ka of SM/POPS membrane in 50:50 mol% increases 
compared to 70:30 mol% but remains smaller than for SM/POPE in 50:50 mol% but larger than for SM/POPC in 
50:50 mol%. 

3.4  Physical Properties of Two-Component Mixtures of PL Membranes After Binding with α-Crystallin 

The physical properties (mobility parameter and maximum splitting) of two-component PL membranes after binding 
with α-crystallin were calculated by using the method explained in section 2.6. Fig. 7A and 7C show the mobility 
parameter plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration for two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 70:30 
mol% and 50:50 mol%, respectively. For both 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol% samples without α-crystallin (0 μM α-
crystallin), the mobility parameter followed the trends: SM/POPC > SM/POPS > SM/POPE. With an increase in the 
α-crystallin concentration, all the two-component mixtures of PL membranes showed a decrease in the mobility 
parameter (Fig. 7A and 7C). These results indicate that all the two-component mixtures of PL membranes were 
immobilized near the headgroup regions when more and more α-crystallin bound to the membranes. 

Our results suggest that how sharply the mobility parameter decreases depends on the strength of α-crystallin binding 
with the membrane. For example, for both the 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol% samples, the mobility parameter decreases 
sharply for SM/POPE membrane and slowly for SM/POPC membrane because the Ka of α-crystallin binding to 
SM/POPE is the largest and to SM/POPC is the least. The data for individual PL membranes further support this 
claim, i.e., the mobility parameter decreases sharply for POPC and SM membranes compared to the POPS membrane 
because the Ka of α-crystallin binding to POPC and SM membranes are larger than the Ka of α-crystallin binding to 
POPS membrane (Fig. 3).  Additionally, our results suggest that the total decrease of the mobility parameter depends 
on the maximum percentage of the membrane surface occupied by the α-crystallin. For example, for the 70:30 mol% 
sample, the mobility parameter’s overall change is largest for SM/POPE membrane and smallest for SM/POPC 
membrane because the maximum percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin is largest for SM/POPE 
membrane and smallest for SM/POPC membrane (Fig. 6A). The observations for individual PL membranes further 
support this claim, e.g.; the mobility parameter’s overall decrease is largest for SM membranes because the percentage 
of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin on SM membranes is the largest (i.e., ∼14%). 
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Fig. 7B and 7D show the maximum splitting versus α-crystallin concentration curves for two-component mixtures of 
PL membranes in 70:30 mol% and 50:50 mol%, respectively. For both mol% samples without α-crystallin (0 μM α-
crystallin), the maximum splitting followed the trends: SM/POPE > SM/POPS > SM/POPC. The trends of Ka for two-
component mixtures of PL membranes is the same as the trends of the maximum splitting. It may suggest that a more 
ordered membrane may have the highest Ka for the binding with α-crystallin. Since the trends of maximum splitting 
and Ka for individual PL membranes are not the same, we do not know for certain if the higher membrane order gives 
the higher Ka for the binding with α-crystallin. The maximum splitting increased with an increase in α-crystallin 
concentration for SM/POPE in 70:30 mol% membrane only. It implies that the membrane (SM/POPE in 70:30 mol%) 
became more ordered when more and more α-crystallin binds to it. Surprisingly, maximum splitting remained the 
same for all other two-component mixtures of PL membranes with an increase in α-crystallin concentration. Overall, 
these results show that PLs composition plays a significant role in modulating the membrane’s physical properties. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we reported measurements of percentage of membrane surface occupied by α-crystallin and the binding 
affinity (Ka) of α-crystallin to individual PL membranes (i.e., POPE*, POPS, SM, and POPC) as well as to two-
component mixtures of PL membranes (i.e., SM/POPE, SM/POPS, and SM/POPC in 70:30 and 50:50 mol%). Except 
for the POPE* membrane, for which there was no binding of α-crystallin, the binding of α-crystallin to all other 
membranes was saturable. The Ka of α-crystallin to individual PL membranes followed the trends: Ka(POPC) > 
Ka(SM) > Ka(POPS) > Ka(POPE*), indicating POPE* inhibits binding the most whereas POPC inhibits binding the 
least. Also, the Ka of α-crystallin binding to two-component mixtures of PL membranes followed the trends: 
Ka(SM/POPE) > Ka(SM/POPS) > Ka(SM/POPC), indicating SM/POPC inhibits binding the most whereas SM/POPE 
inhibits binding the least. We also reported the physical properties (mobility parameter and the maximum splitting) of 
the membranes upon binding with α-crystallin. The mobility parameter of the membranes decreased when more and 
more α-crystallin was bound to the membranes. It represents that the membrane’s headgroup regions become more 
immobilized when more and more α-crystallin binds to them. Surprisingly, an increase in the maximum splitting of 
only the SM and SM/POPE (70:30 mol%) membranes was observed, with an increase in α-crystallin concentration. It 
represents that the headgroup regions of only these membranes become more ordered when more and more α-crystallin 
binds to them. Our results show that PL composition plays a significant role in modulating the membrane’s physical 
properties. Our observations suggested that the headgroup’s size and charge, hydrogen bonding between headgroups, 
and lipid curvature modulate the hydrophobic interaction between the hydrophobic fatty acid core of the membranes 
and α-crystallin. These findings contribute to a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in the α-
crystallin binding to PLs of the eye lens membranes. 

Our study clearly shows that the EPR spin-labeling method can be used to probe the molecular interactions between 
α-crystallin and eye lens PL membranes. However, it does not replicate the in-vivo condition of the eye lens membrane 
and α-crystallin. Eye lens membranes compose mixtures of PLs, intrinsic proteins, and high cholesterol levels 
(Bassnett et al., 2011; Borchman et al., 1989; Cooper, 2000). Also, α-crystallin is modified due to post-translational 
modifications (PTMs) such as deamidation, truncation, oxidation, and phosphorylation (Lampi et al., 1998; Shih et 
al., 1998). Due to modifications, α-crystallin may denature and bind deep into the membranes (Cobb and Petrash, 
2002a; Tang et al., 1999). Therefore, a study involving modified α-crystallin binding to lens membranes would be 
more relevant to understand the in-vivo binding of α-crystallin to the lens membranes. Even though α-crystallin 
binding with the individual and two-component PL membranes in our case does not replicate the in-vivo conditions 
of α-crystallin and membranes, it clearly shows that unmodified α-crystallin binds differently with different individual 
and two-component PL membranes. Most importantly, our results help to extrapolate that the changes in PL 
composition with age (Borchman, 2020; Borchman and Yappert, 2010; Huang et al., 2005; Mainali et al., 2017; 
Paterson et al., 1997; Truscott, 2000; Yappert et al., 2003), among species (Borchman, 2020; Borchman et al., 2017; 
Deeley et al., 2008; Stimmelmayr and Borchman, 2018), and with locations in the lens (Borchman et al., 2004, 1989; 
Deeley et al., 2008; Mainali et al., 2017; Raguz et al., 2009; Yappert et al., 2003) are the leading cause of α-crystallin 
binding to lens membranes, resulting in lens opacity and cataract formation. Additionally, it is not surprising that the 
binding affinities (Ka) and the percentages of membrane surface occupied estimated in this study are slightly different 
from those in the literature (Mulders et al., 1985), where lens plasma membranes were used. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1. The chemical structure of cholesterol analog spin-label (CSL), and four major PLs of fiber cell plasma 
membranes of the eye lens, i.e., POPC, POPS, SM, and POPE. Approximate locations of these molecules across the 
lipid bilayer membrane are indicated. 
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Fig. 2. Representative EPR spectra of CSL in individual PL membranes in the absence of α-crystallin (black) and 52.6 
μM α-crystallin (red). Each spectrum was normalized with respect to peak to peak intensity of the central line. (A), 
(C), and (E) represent the EPR spectra for SM, POPS, and POPE* (asterisk indicates the presence of 30 mol% of 
POPC) membranes, respectively. (B), (D), and (F) represent the zoomed low field line of the spectra in (A), (C), and 
(E), respectively. The concentration of PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM, and the concentration of α-crystallin was 
varied (0 – 52.6 μM). All the samples were incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr, and EPR measurements were taken at 37 °C. 
The ratio of peak to peak intensity of low field line (h+) and the central line (h0) of EPR spectra was used to calculate 
the mobility parameter (h+ h0⁄ ) of the PL membrane (see Fig. 2A). Peak to peak intensity of low field EPR line of 
unbound (U0) and unbound plus bound (U0 + B0) contributions was used to calculate the binding affinity of α-crystallin 
to PL membrane (see Fig. 2B). The horizontal distance between the low field and high field lines in the EPR spectra 
was used to calculate the maximum splitting (see Fig. 2C) 
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Fig. 3. (A) The percentage of membrane surface occupied plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration for 
individual PL membranes, i.e., POPE*, POPS, SM, and POPC membranes. The data for the POPC membrane was 
taken from our recent study (Mainali et al., 2020a). The concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 – 52.6 μM) and 
PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM. The mixture of α-crystallin and membrane samples were incubated at 37 °C for 
16 hr. The percentage of membrane surface occupied by the α-crystallin was calculated by using equation (2). The 
data points were fitted with a one-site ligand binding model in GraphPad Prism (San Diego, CA) to estimate the 
binding affinity (Ka). The error bars were calculated from the average of three independent experiments. (B) Bar plot 
of Ka (obtained from (A)) for four major PL membranes. The error bars in (B) were calculated from the 95% 
confidence interval (profile likelihood) for the value of Ka. 

Fig. 4. The physical properties of individual PL membranes plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration. (A) 
Profiles of the mobility parameter (h+ h0⁄ ) plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration. (B) Profiles of the 
maximum splitting plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration. The data (mobility parameter) for the POPC 
membrane was taken from our previous study (Mainali et al., 2020a). Error bars were estimated from the average of 
three independent experiments. The concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 – 52.6 μM), and the concentration of 
PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM. Each sample was incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr. The mobility parameter and 
maximum splitting were calculated by using the method explained in section 2.6. 
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Fig. 5. Representative EPR spectra of CSL in two-component mixtures of PL membranes (70:30 mol%) in the absence 
(black) and the presence of 52.6 μM α-crystallin (red). Each spectrum was normalized with respect to peak to peak 
intensity of the central EPR line. (A), (C), and (E) represent the EPR spectra for SM/POPS, SM/POPE, and SM/POPS 
in 70:30 mol%, respectively. (B), (D), and (F) represent the zoomed low field line of the spectra in (A), (C), and (E), 
respectively. The concentration of two-component mixtures of PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM, and the 
concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 – 52.6 μM). Each sample was incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr, and EPR spectra 
were recorded at 37 °C. 
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Fig. 6. (A) The percentage of membrane surface occupied plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration for two-
component mixtures of PL membranes SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and SM/POPE in 70:30 mol%. (B) Bar plot of Ka of α-
crystallin to two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 70:30 mol% (obtained from (A)). (C) The percentage of 
membrane surface occupied plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration for two-component mixtures of PL 
membranes SM/POPC, SM/POPS, and SM/POPE in 50:50 mol%. (D) Bar plot of Ka of α-crystallin to two-component 
mixtures of PL membranes in 50:50 mol% (obtained from (C)). The concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 – 52.6 
μM), and the concentration of PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM. The mixture of α-crystallin and membrane samples 
were incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr. The data points in (A) and (C) were fitted with a one-site ligand binding model by 
using GraphPad Prism (San Diego, CA) to estimate the binding affinity Ka. The error bars in (A) and (C) were 
estimated from the average of three independent experiments. The error bars in (B) and (D) were calculated from the 
95% confidence interval (profile likelihood) for the respective value of Ka. 
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Fig. 7. The physical properties of two-component mixtures of PL membranes plotted as a function of α-crystallin 
concentration. (A) and (B) represent the profiles of mobility parameter (h+ h0⁄ ) and maximum splitting, respectively, 
plotted as a function of α-crystallin concentration for two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 70:30 mol%. (C) 
and (D) represent the profiles of mobility parameter (h+ h0)⁄  and maximum splitting, respectively, plotted as a 
function of α-crystallin concentration for two-component mixtures of PL membranes in 50:50 mol%. The 
concentration of α-crystallin was varied (0 - 52.6 μM), and the concentration of PL membranes was fixed at 9.4 mM. 
Each sample was incubated at 37 °C for 16 hr. The mobility parameter and maximum splitting were calculated by 
using the method explained in section 2.6. The error bars were estimated from the average of three independent 
experiments. 
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